
   Gorbyte

The Gorbyte Public Network is a fast and scalable 
crypto-network solving several challenges and 
limitations of existing public crypto-networks 
such as Ethereum and Bitcoin. 

It will provide a less volatile currency called Gors, 
usable as a fat currency.

Users will be able to move money and deal with 
the rest of the world at no cost.

Gorbyte devices, whether virtual or hardware, are 
unique and verifable on the blockchain. They provide
a unique, identity to their owners without the need 
for them to share any private information.

They are used as secure hardware wallets and serve 
as interest-bearing savings accounts.

In exchange for free blockchain application services, 
crypto-device owners contribute a small percentage 
of their processing power to the network.

Wearable crypto-devices are ideal 
for the unbanked of the 
world and for more than 
a billion people in the 
southern hemisphere who 
will soon need trading with 
the rest of the world.

Building the Future

Gorbyte Inc. is in the business of
building the future of blockchain
technology: A new generation
software and hardware platform
providing its end-users with 
services, security and convenience:

The Gorbyte Public Network:  A new 
generation, scalable, crypto-network, 
providing no-cost, basic fnancial services and 
a worldwide non-volatile currency.

Gorbyte’s Crypto-Devices: An integral part 
of the network’s design. Participate in the 
verifcation of transactions, and in the security
of the blockchain.

The Distributed Operating Environment for 
scalable blockchain applications: 
able to exchange large quantities of data 
directly and efciently.

The consistent introduction 
of radical innovation in these 
three areas will translate in 
an unprecedented growth 
of Gorbyte Inc.

Solutions
Many scholars and developers have identifed maaor 
limitations in current public crypto-networks. 

There are multiple proposed solutions for each of these. 
Gorbyte solves these challenges comprehensively.

The Gorbyte solution

Gorbyte has a conceptually simple solution, for each of
the following challenges, at layer one:

Scalability: Nodes communicate with only a limited 
number of peers in logical environs, independently 
from the size of the network.

Speed: Blocks are equalized and not broadcast. 
Each node spends a very short time equalizing blocks 
and can handle 600 to 6,000 transactions per second.

Network governance: A polling mechanism is 
provided for crypto-device owners to reach 
agreement on network parameters or other issues.

Data integrity: Network splits due to hard forks are 
not possible by design. Blocks are added concurrently
to the blockchain.

Secure key management: Gorbyte crypto-devices 
have a dual hardware environment to automatically 
and securely manage user keys.

Zero cost of network operation: The MARPLE 
protocol is distributed. It does not use verifers. 
Each node participates in block verifcation.

No smart contracts cost: Entity registrations on 
the Gorbyte blockchain are readable and verifable 
immediately without the need to issue transactions.

No fees or storage limitations: The identifcation of 
nodes allows for the ultimate scalability of distributed
applications, by operating mostly of-the-blockchain.

Non-volatile currency: Gorbyte uses information 
from currency Exchanges and reacts to high demand 
periods by generating new currency.



Innovations

The Crypto-network
The key innovation of the Gorbyte 
crypto-network is its distributed 
protocol: MARPLE.

All previous consensus protocols were 
leader based: One node assembled the 

block to be added to the blockchain. The block then had 
to be broadcast to every other node in the network. 
Such systems are difcult to scale.

Gorbyte's MARPLE
involves every node.
Independently from
the size of the 
network, each node
achieves consensus
through a recursive
process, by
cooperating with 
only a limited set of random peer nodes.

MARPLE and its related distributed protocols solves the 
challenges of scalability, throughput, data integrity and 
cost of operation. The cost of operation, to the network, 
is reduced to zero.

A No-cost Business Model

The Gorbyte network has a zero network 
operation cost since it uses the MARPLE 
cooperative protocol.

As a consequence, Gorbyte crypto-devices provide their
owners with basic cell phone functionality, and with 
many blockchain integral services including, but not 
limited to, the services ofered by frst generation 
crypto-networks such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, but with 
one diference: 

These services are provided by Gorbyte at no cost.

Crypto-device Security
Gorbyte's  crypto-devices have their own 
unique identifcation and are registered on 
the blockchain. They include wearable 
devices, portable professional devices and 
corporate servers.

The frst crypto-
device released by
Gorbyte is the 
BRDG, a wearable
device.

Each crypto-device
implements a
network node 
(i.e., runs the
Gorbyte network
software and holds 
a replica of the blockchain).

The uniqueness and verifabilty of crypto-devices provide 
the network with a defense against maaority, multiple 
identity, and Sybil attacks.

Gorbyte crypto-devices are tamper-proof and 
automatically manage their encryption keys. 

Their hardware is designed to maintain a
separate secure environment for the 
device critical data, encryption process 
and encryption keys.

If the device is tampered with, its secure
keys and data are erased, making the 
device unusable.

Their dual-hardware environment provides
their owners with a secure hardware wallet. 

Gorbyte crypto-devices will include the
latest live biometrics to prevent access by 
a third party if the device is lost or stolen.
Device charging stations act as cold 
storage units, by automatically executing
backups of the owner’s wallet and 
secure area.

Identity
Gorbyte devices provide a unique 
digital identity to their owners, without 
requiring their personal information. 
They maintain user privacy and, at the 
same time, provide proof of identity of

the device owner for blockchain applications.

The unique identifcation of the parties involved in 
distributed applications is a feature that cannot be 
provided by current crypto-networks. 

This feature allows for further scalability, as these 
parties can now directly process and exchange large 
amounts of data of-the-blockchain. 

This model allows Gorbyte to provide an open 
Distributed Operating Environment that will support 
future distributed blockchain applications requiring the 
exchange of increasingly large amounts of data.

The unique identifcation of crypto-devices also allows 
for their superconnectivity: The instant interaction 
and cost-free verifcation of each other’s unique ID 
when a pair of devices meet within WiFi range.

Each device scans its own blockchain replica without 
executing transactions on the blockchain.

Thus, an unlimited number of device pairs can interact
at the same 
time, without 
adding a load 
on the 
blockchain, on 
the Internet 
or on the cell 
network.

This is an 
example of the 
utmost 
scalability 
introduced by 
Gorbyte’s 
identity model.
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End-User Rewards

Instead of paying rewards and fees to miners or 
validators, the Gorbyte network provides no-cost 
services to its users, such as no-cost transactions, 
secure messaging and distributed application services. 
In return, users contribute a small percentage of their 
crypto-devices’ processing power to act as nodes of the
Gorbyte network.

Basic Services: 
• Basic mobile phone functionality
• Hardware wallet and savings account
• Non-volatile currency
• No cost secure encrypted messaging
• Cold storage wallet provided by its 

charging station; and…
• ...ready for distributed applications

Convenience: 
• Wearable
• No password or ID to remember
• No personal information required
• Automatic handling of device encryption keys
• Automatic backup/restore to its cold storage 

station, while charging

Security: 
• Standard crypto-network secure transactions 

and encryption
• No need to fnd and trust a currency Exchange 

to hold your wallet
• Device security provided by the hardware 

dual environment
• Secure, if lost or stolen, by virtue of voice 

recognition and live voice authentication
• Virus-free software environment through 

component blockchain registration
• No need to communicate with a proxy 

Miner/verifer node
• Physically tamper resistant devices

More services provided to all users

These services are included at no cost in the Gorbyte Public
Network. They are:

Move money without any cost, 
anywhere in the world;

The ability to perform   
blockchain contracts   

The ability to register 
entities  on the blockchain

The ability to participate in a    
Virtual Private Blockchain Network    

      

Automatic identifcation without 
disclosing personal information

Network’s proceeds from      
running distributed applications      

A less volatile currency, 
usable as fat currency

The ability to participate in    
polls and network governance    

The frst services above, the ability to move money, 
is comparable to the services provided by current 
crypto-networks. 
However, Gorbyte does 
not require a trusted third
party to hold the user’s 
wallet and charges no fees
for money transactions.

A fee is required only for
more complex distributed 
processing applications.

More services provided by the BRDG

In addition to the integral functionality, Gorbyte will 
release its frst crypto-device, the BRDG, with the 
launch of its open source crypto-network.

When Gorbyte’s crypto-network software runs on a 
BRDG device, it can provide further integral services 
(See The BRDG Device Specifcations), such as:

A tamper-proof hardware  
 wallet serving as a no-fee,  

interest bearing savings account  

The ability to exchange  
secure messages  

among verifed peer users  

Dual hardware environment:  
 for securing the user’s encryption  

keys transparently to the user  

A biometric pairing between  
the device and the user, in case  

the device is lost or stolen  

Backup station: To automatically  
backup the user wallet on a cold storage  

wallet, or restore it to a new device  

For a description of future 
BRDG applications, such 
as the applications of 
superconnectivity, and general 
distributed blockchain applications,
please refer to the Gorbyte 
planning documents.
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Gorbyte’s Plan

Gorbyte Public Network Launch
The Gorbyte Public Network will be open source and its 
basic fnancial services will be available at no cost.

The BRDG Market Introduction
One of the main obaectives of Gorbyte is to provide the 
unbanked of the world a secure, no-cost trading 
platform and a non-volatile currency.

For this purpose, Gorbyte will work with international 
organizations to distribute thousands of free crypto-
devices that will provide people with a unique digital 
identity, allow no-cost trading, and securely hold 
people's savings. 

About two billion people in the southern hemisphere will 
soon be connected to the internet. 

We believe that the ability of these people to start 
trading with the rest of the world, using a stable digital 
currency, is important for their fnancial freedom. 
It provides them with an opportunity to improve their 
lives independently of the local infrastructure.

These devices will be added to Gorbyte’s backbone test 
network, which at launch time will include over a 
thousand nodes. Every crypto-device added to the 
network will increase the security of the network. This 
will give Gorbyte an opportunity to validate the network 
in the real world and prepare for new and better 
services. 

At the same time BRDG devices will be sold at the 
approximate cost of a high end cell phone to people who
want the basic cell phone functionality, but in addition 
want to use the Gorbyte device as a secure hardware 
wallet, for secure fnancial transactions, for secure peer 
to peer encrypted messaging, for the convenience and 
security of automatic key management and the security 
features provided by the device’s dual hardware 
environment.

Gorbyte’s Milestones
Research on various solutions started. Design 
of Gorbyte started. Trademark, Company name
and web sites registration.

Simulation of the MARPLE kernel.

Completed Technical Specifcation document 
and Initial Business plan. 

Three top Computer Science professors and 
researchers on board as Advisors.
Completed the BRUD Architecture and Identity
Models. Over 20 technical documents 
completed.

Consolidation of Gorbyte’s leadership team. 
Started Writing articles, connecting with the
Toronto blockchain community. Connecting 
with lawyers, developers, potential investors, 
ICO accelerators, Exchanges.

Private sale of Gorbyte securities started.

Development ofcially starts.

Initial security ofering of GRBT Tokens 
(ICO/STO).

Integration testing phase starts. One thousand
devices on the network.

Gorbyte Public Network Launch. Public release 
of the BRDG crypto-device v.1 with its STTN. 
Eight thousand crypto-devices running.

Fifty thousand crypto-devices running mainly 
in the southern hemisphere.
Release of BRDG v.2 and FRTRSS portable 
notebook for professionals. First GApp 
applications released under SaaS license.

Please check: gorbyte.com    for details.

Gorbyte’s Team
Gorbyte’s team is made of leaders in the industry. 
Several people in the team have seen more than one 
transformation in the computer industry and have 
acquired diverse experiences, both technical and 
managerial, as team players in large proaects.

At Gorbyte we are looking 
for people who are 
passionate about 
our mission, are 
thrilled about 
learning and 
innovation and 
are guided by 
experience.

The company 
is hiring the 
best engineers 
and software 
developers for 
the Gorbyte 
proaect, and 
more people 
are being added 
to our marketing 
and sales team. 

Gorbyte’s advisors are the 
best in their feld in North America.
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